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Abstract: Studying on transportation e-marketplaces (TEMs) has today received much concern because developing TEMs helps enterprises and their customers reduce operation costs and improve supply chain efficiency. This study evaluates the adoption of TEMs in Vietnam based on the demand side’s perspective, including the viewpoint of shippers and the Transport Service Providers (TSPs). While shippers and TSPs around the world are facing various issues related to transportation and logistics process in the competitive market, TEMs is a potential solution which can offer response to those challenges such as transaction cost reduction, better transport capability, inefficiency diminishment, … In Vietnam, TEMs is still a new concept with the limitation of usage, so that the number of researches on this topic is scarce. This study followed the quantitative research method via SPSS technique of data analysis to provide a brief view of TEMs adoption in Vietnam. These insights can make contribution to both research and practice in the future.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Transportation plays an important role in not only logistics but also supply chain while it
refers to “the movement of product from one location to another as it makes its way from the beginning of a supply chain to the customer” [1]. Based on the previous definition, transportation can be seen as a bridge between shippers and customers. Transportation services provided must meet requirements imposed on both ends of the link and adapt to the type of products being carried, the legislation tied to those products, the distance to be covered, and the real estate constraints for loading and unloading.

For the last ten years, information and communication technology (ICT) has been utilized in logistics and supply chain at a simple level, for example typing, emailing, printing, scanning documents. Currently, with the appearance of industry revolution 4.0 such as internet of things, block chain, artificial intelligence, ICT has played an important role in almost all stages of logistics and supply chain process. High technologies in industry 4.0 era, such as digitalization, web-based cloud computing, enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems, electronic data interchange (EDI), radio frequency identification (RFID), global positioning system (GPS) and so on have been adopted in global industries for various purposes, including reducing operation costs, facilitating trade and information exchange and then allowing easier negotiations and transactions with shippers and customers [2, 3].

Along with the rising of technologies and Internet usage, new business models called electronic marketplace (also known as e-marketplace) appeared in different industries. E-marketplace can be considered to be the place where buyers and sellers of goods or service access to interact and exchange business [4]. In the aspect of transportation, we have transportation e-marketplace or TEM. The main purpose of TEMs is to bridge shippers and transport service providers (TSPs) together to facilitate the flows of goods, services and information.

Around the world, the concept of TEMs is no longer unfamiliar with global researchers in logistics in particular and supply chain in general. There are a lot of researches related to TEMs in various aspect such as the use of TEMs in the perspective of shippers [5] or transport service provider [6]; an evaluation of TEMs in B2B E-commerce [7]; … In Vietnam, TEMs have been built up to connect shippers and TSPs for the purpose of reducing transport costs and have developed in recent years. However, the number of researches on TEMs is limited, especially related to TEM participation and non-participation. Realizing the gap of research relating TEMs in Vietnam, the authors wrote this article with the aim of deepening the knowledge about TEMs and investigating them from the demand side (shipper, TSPs) to give an overall picture of TEMs in Vietnam.

The article is organized 5 sections. Section 2 shows a brief review of transportation e-marketplace (TEM), parties in a TEM as well as factors affecting the adoption of transportation e-marketplace. Section 3 describes the method used for this paper, and Section 4 presents the findings and propositions. The final part is Section 5 which makes the conclusion.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. Transportation E-marketplace (TEM)

The term e-marketplace owns a large number of definitions given by researchers around the world. E-commerce platforms are described as an inter-organization information system that allows participants (sellers and buyers) to exchange information about prices and offers [8, 9] or a market, digital for buying and selling goods and services [10]. The rapid development of ICT and related e-commerce applications are important factors contributing
to the development of intersections. New information translation (infomediaries) in the freight industry in charge of operating electronic markets in order to bring greater efficiency and transparency of information for transport businesses [11]. According to Marasco [12], the fundamental role of these markets is to connect multiple carriers and shippers together in a virtual market space and provide software, tools and services to facilitate communication events and transactions between them. These are preliminary views on transport exchanges (TEMs).

By 2018, after combining the definition of an e-commerce platform and the research results of [12, 13], Andres Rios [6] from Lund University gave the definition for transport exchange as an online intermediary platform or environment designed to provide software, tools, and services with the function of establishing and facilitating a sales relationship (usually a triangular relationship between sellers or transportation service providers, buyers or shippers and a third party providing services in charge of providing trading platforms) and trading operations.

![Diagram of Transportation E-Marketplace](image)

Figure 1. Parties involved in a transportation e-marketplace (Andres Rios [6]).

According to Wang et al. [13], in the logistics industry, a transport exchange is a connection environment of three parties who are transport service buyers (shippers), transport service providers (TSPs) and home technology that is usually a third-party service provider. However, in reality, the service provider can be the shipper itself or the TSP. In some cases, the customer using the goods may also be involved in a transport exchange, but this is not the case. In addition, transport exchange operations are likely to involve other parties such as finance depending on the complexity of the services provided by transport exchanges.

In Vietnam, the freight transport trading platform is still a new concept, not fully completed and has many different understandings. In the article "How does a transport exchange work?" of traffic newspaper, according to Mr. Tran Quang Binh [14], Director of Transport Department (Directorate for Roads of Vietnam), freight trading platform is “e-
commerce trading platform for transport units, freight, logistics service providers (transport units) and customers wishing to transport goods (shippers) post information about the ability to provide freight and freight services. need to transport and conduct part or the whole process of purchasing and selling freight services”.

2.2. Factors affecting the adoption of transportation e-marketplace

Numerous studies have argued that e-marketplaces developed evolved from EDI systems and based on e-procurement needs and fully supported by IT (information technology), IS (information system) and communication technologies [15, 16]. Thus, possible determinants affecting the firm’s decision to adopt TEM can be derived from literature regarding: EDI, e-procurement, IT (Information Technology), IS (Information System), communication technologies.

On the basis of prior published research results of Pucihar and Podlogar [17] and suggestions from industry experts, the author has identified three constructs regarding TEM adoption. They are: firm’s internal environment (FIE), firm’s attitude towards transportation e-marketplaces (FATTEM), and firm’s external environment (FEE), denoted as FIE, FATTEM, and FEE, respectively.

The first construct circumscribes “firm’s internal environment”, which is the demands from the inside of a firm that could push that firm to adopt a TEM and can be measured by 6 indicators as follows: Compatibility for moving current transaction to TEMs [18]; Speed for completing a transaction and exchanging information (based on the IS case given by Thong [19]); level of using IT [20]; Top management support [18, 21, 22]; Employee willingness, knowledge, capability to accept new IT [23, 24]; Seasonality [24].

In the aspect of the relationship between firm’s attitude towards TEMs and TEM adoption (Construct 2), there are different researchers studying about factors which can affect this relationship. The authors summarized results of various researches into 6 main group: level of openness [7]), trading mechanism, Potential benefits which the company can gain from using TEM [7, 12, 24, 25, 26]; Cost required for joining a TEM; Level of ease of using interface, functions [18, 21, 24] and service quality, Security level. The final group was created based on the truth which is that when prices tend to decrease in TEM, the service quality will possibly be affected in negative way and additionally, people also have security concerns related to information sharing, transparency, perceived risk and disclosure of sensitive data.

Firm’s external environment is the third construct, which comprises all indicators that come from the outside of the organization and could push it to adopt a TEM. The indicators include trust in current business partners [27, 28], use of information system with business partners, key customers within supply chain or competitors, government support [29] and increase in demand for optimization/cost reduction in transportation.

Based on the mentioned factors, Table 1 below describes three hypotheses and measure indicators authors used for finding differences between TEM adopters and TEM non-adopters.
Table 1. Summary of hypotheses and measure indicators for finding the differences between TEM adopters and TEM non-adopters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Hypotheses</th>
<th>Measure indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| H1 | There is a significant difference in firm’s internal environment between TEM adopters and TEM non-adopters. | • FIE1 – compatibility for moving current transaction to TEMs;  
• FIE2 – speed for completing a transaction and exchanging information;  
• FIE3 – level of using IT;  
• FIE4 – top management support;  
• FIE5 – employee willingness, knowledge, capability to accept new IT; and  
• FIE6 – seasonality. |
| H2 | There is a significant difference in firm’s attitude towards TEMs between TEM adopters and TEM non-adopters. | • FATTEM1 – level of openness;  
• FATTEM2 – trading mechanism;  
• FATTEM3 – potential benefits which the company can gain from using TEM;  
• FATTEM4 – cost required for joining a TEM;  
• FATTEM5 – level of ease of using interface, functions; and  
• FATTEM6 – service quality and security level. |
| H3 | There is a significant difference in firm’s external environment between TEM adopters and TEM non-adopters. | • FEE1 – trust in current business partners;  
• FEE2 – use of information system with business partners;  
• FEE3 – key customers within supply chain or competitors;  
• FFE4 – government support;  
• FEE5 – increase in demand for optimization/cost reduction. |

Figure 2. Research model for finding differences between TEM adopters and TEM non-adopters.
The authors described three hypotheses in the research model in Fig. 2. Research model include 3 constructs related to factors affecting the adoption of TEM adopters and non-TEM adopters for joining transport e-market.

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The authors choose a quantitative research strategy for this paper. The characteristics of quantitative research method are (1) applying techniques of data analysis and data collection that uses or produces numeral data [30] and (2) answering what and how questions [31]. In this case, quantitative research method is suitable for reasons: (1) the purpose of this paper is to evaluate the adoption of Transportation e-marketplaces (TEMs) based on criteria selected by the authors and (2) the data collected is numeric data that need the support of quantitative method. Questionnaire is considered as the main technique of data collection, which can provide large amounts of information from a large number of participants in a short period of time [32].

Fu et al (2006) shows that the concept of TEM participant is considered to include shippers, carriers and logistics service providers and shippers might be large manufacturers, retailers, distributors or even express companies and so on [33]. Besides, it is undeniable that shippers can exist in a variety of industries such as steel industry, information industry, heavy electrical machinery industry, automobile industry,…In this study, the authors sent questionnaires to 1000 firms in Vietnam via email and tried to balance the number of participants as shippers and TSPs, as well as number of participants in each industry. For the shippers and TSPs in this study, the authors based on the type of industries, and the size of companies to select for sending questionnaires. Most of companies selected are medium-sized companies for shippers and TSPs. Out of 1000 firms, 122 responses were returned. All of the responses are accepted to be valid responses for data analysis.

Table 2. Statistics of survey results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of quantities</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total number of questionnaires sent</strong></td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total number of responses received</strong></td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total number of valid responses</strong></td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Source: Data from the authors)

The valid data will be tested with SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences). The authors used SPSS 20 to analyze data through four steps: reliability test with Cronbach’s alpha, factor analysis, independent t-test and descriptive analysis.

Table 3. Reliability Statistics based on Cronbach’s Alpha.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cronbach’s Alpha</th>
<th>N of Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firm’s internal environment</td>
<td>0.848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm’s attitude towards TEM</td>
<td>0.867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm’s external environment</td>
<td>0.767</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Source: Data from the authors)
For reliability test, the Cronbach’s Alpha value of Firm’s internal environment (FIE), Firm’s attitude towards TEM (FATTEM) and Firm’s external environment (FEE) are respectively 0.848, 0.867, 0.767, which are greater than 0.6 and satisfy the test. As a result, factors of those scale are acceptable and will be analyzed in the next step. After conducting factor analysis, the total scale comprises of 17 variables which have the acceptable level of convergence along with components. All observable variables will be divided into 3 components, namely firm’s internal environment (FIE), Firm’s attitude towards transportation e-marketplaces (FATTEM) and Firm’s external environment (FEE).

4. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS

First of all, the authors will give a brief description summary of 122 samples in this study.

According to Fig. 3 above, among 122 valid responses, interestingly, 48 firms have used TEM, which accounts for 39.3%, while the other 74 firms have not used any TEM, comprising 60.7% of the samples. Fig. 4 shows that 4 out of 48 firms that have adopted TEM will switch or withdraw from the current TEM, representing 8.3% of the adopted TEM firms. Meanwhile, the other 44 firms will continue to use the current TEM, which is 91.7% of the adopted TEM firms. It can be clearly seen from Fig. 5 that 27% of firms utilizing TEMs gained more benefit than expected, whereas 31.3% of these firms answered “Benefit gained < benefit expected”, and 41.7% answered “Benefit gained = benefit expected”. For 74 firms that haven’t used any TEM, 47 firms answered no to the question of them planning to adopt within 1 year or not, which accounts for 63.5%, while the other 27 firms have plan to adopt TEM within 1 year (see Fig. 6).

From the received results from SPSS method, for all sampled firms, firm’s internal environment, firm’s attitude towards transportation e-marketplaces, and firm’s external environment are different between TEM adopters and TEM non-adopters. Therefore, it can be inferred that those 3 latent variables play fundamental roles influencing a firm’s decision to adopt a TEM.

Although it’s the truth when the rate of TEM adoption is 39.3%, which is much lower the rate of TEM non adoption, the authors assume that the actual rate of TEM adoption is
much lower than the results because of various reasons such as the lack of knowledge and awareness of TEM. The continue to use TEM or not distribution shows that 91.7% of the TEM adopter will continue to use TEMs, meaning that the future situation of TEMs in Vietnam is quite positive and promising. However, the benefit comparison distribution and plan to adopt or not distribution imply that most Vietnamese firms were still unsuited to consider TEMs as a major transaction channel.

Table 4. The level of relevant of firm’s internal environment factors in percentage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Firm’s internal environment</th>
<th>The level of relevant of factors in percentage</th>
<th>Average value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Not relevant</td>
<td>Somewhat relevant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIE1</td>
<td>Compatibility for moving current transaction to TEMs</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIE2</td>
<td>Speed for completing a transaction and exchanging information</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIE3</td>
<td>Level of using IT</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIE4</td>
<td>Employee willingness, knowledge, capability to accept new IT</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIE5</td>
<td>Top management support</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIE6</td>
<td>Seasonality</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>14.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Precondition for the adoption of TEM, not to mention a successful adoption, is the awareness of benefits and drawbacks, as well as, opportunities and threats of TEM adoption.

While considering TEM adoption, firms need to be adequately organized. Considering these factors, organizations will achieve internal readiness for efficient TEM adoption. Research results have shown that all investigated inner-firm factors are important for TEM adoption (see Table 4). The majority of the respondents marked each of the following firm’s internal environment factors as relevant and higher to TEM adoption:

- Compatibility for moving current transaction to TEMs (95.1%);
- Speed for completing a transaction and exchanging information (97.5%);
- Level of using IT (94.3%);
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- Top management support (88.5%);
- Employee willingness, knowledge, capability to accept new IT (93.4%);
- Seasonality (83.6%).

Among 6 factors of firm’s internal environment, compatibility for moving current transaction to TEMs, with the average value of 3.86, is the factor that the respondents assumed to affect the decision to adopt TEM the most.

Top management support and seasonality are also two important factors. However, their average values are much different than the author’s expectation. The reasons may lie in the fact that top management does not encourage or help the implementation of TEMs in the respondents’ companies and seasonality is likely to affect shippers, rather than TSPs as shippers’ volumes of goods fluctuated during the time of the year.

Another step in considering TEM adoption investigate clearly about the TEMs in terms of characteristics, trading mechanisms, services offered… By knowing these factors, a firm will be able to choose the optimum TEM for their goals.

Table 5. The level of relevant of firm’s attitude towards TEMs factors in percentage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Firm’s attitude towards TEMs</th>
<th>The level of relevant of factors in percentage</th>
<th>Average value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FATTEM3</td>
<td>Potential benefits which the company can gain from using TEM</td>
<td>Not relevant</td>
<td>Somewhat relevant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FATTEM6</td>
<td>Service quality and security level</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FATTEM2</td>
<td>Trading mechanism</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FATTEM5</td>
<td>Level of ease of using interface, functions</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FATTEM4</td>
<td>Cost required for joining a TEM</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FATTEM1</td>
<td>Level of openness</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>14.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Detailed opinions of respondents about firm’s attitude towards TEMs factors are described in Table 5 below. It can be seen that with the average of 4.04, potential benefits which the company can gain from using TEM is the factor that the respondents assumed to affect the decision to adopt TEM the most among 6 factors in firm’s attitude towards TEMs. It is quite reasonable as what is the point of joining in a TEM without seeing the benefits that it could bring to the firm? The percentages of respondents marking each of the following factors as relevant and higher to TEM adoption are:

- Level of openness (83.6%);
- Trading mechanism (82.6%);
- Potential benefits which the company can gain from using TEM (97.5%);
- Cost required for joining a TEM (89.3%);
- Level of ease of using interface, functions (94.3%);
- Service quality and security level (94.3%).

Level of openness and cost required for joining a TEM are quite lower than the others because respondents may not have many experiences with doing business on TEMs and have low estimations about TEMs.

Table 6. The level of relevant of firm’s external environment factors in percentage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Firm’s external environment</th>
<th>The level of relevant of factors in percentage</th>
<th>Average value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not relevant</td>
<td>Somewhat relevant</td>
<td>Relevant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEE1</td>
<td>Trust in current business partners</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEE5</td>
<td>Increase in demand for optimization/cost reduction</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEE4</td>
<td>Government support</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEE2</td>
<td>Use of information system with business partners</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>19.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEE3</td>
<td>Key customers within supply chain or competitors</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>19.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The environment in which the firm operates also influences its decision to adopt a TEM or not (see Table 6). Only by knowing these factors will the firms be able to design further necessary steps for efficient use of a TEM in order to improve its competitiveness and achieve competitive advantage in global market. According to Table 6, respondents marked factors as relevant and higher to TEM adoption as follows:

- Trust in current business partners (87.7%);
- Use of information system with business partners (77.9%);
- Key customers within supply chain or competitors (77%);
- Government support (86.9%);
- Increase in demand for optimization/cost reduction (86.9%).

Among these 5 factors, trust in current business partners is the factor that the respondents assumed to affect the decision to adopt TEM the most in firm’s external environment. This result is surprising as the literature indicates that if firms trust current business partners, they are not likely to adopt TEMs. It could be inferred that TEMs will provide a platform not only for firms and new business partners, but also for both firms and its current business partners.

The use of IS with business partners and peer influence are deemed to affect the TEM adoption decision, however, the results are not shown similarly as author’s expectation. The use of IS, for example, API (Application Programming Interface), is quite complicated and not all companies utilize this. Also, many companies are doubtful whether these TEMs bring actual benefit or not.

In conclusion, the results of finding the differences between TEM adopters and TEM non-adopters go along with the results of interviews from TEM technology providers as those differences between TEM adopters and TEM non-adopters are the consequences of the misperception or unawareness of people towards TEMs.

### Table 7. Hypotheses tested results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Sig. (2-tailed) of t-test</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>H1</strong>: There is a significant difference in firm’s internal environment between TEM adopters and TEM non-adopters.</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H2</strong>: There is a significant difference in firm’s attitude towards TEMs between TEM adopters and TEM non-adopters.</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H3</strong>: There is a significant difference in firm’s external environment between TEM adopters and TEM non-adopters.</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Source: Testing model by running SPSS)

The research model remains the same with 2 groups (TEM adopters and TEM non-adopters), latent variables (firm’s internal environment, firm’s attitude towards transportation e-marketplaces, and firm’s external environment) and seventeen observable variables. The Sig. (2-tailed) value for FIE is 0.001 less than the chosen significance level of 0.05, which means there is a significant difference in mean of firm’s internal environment between TEM
non-adopters and TEM adopters. H1 is accepted. In like manner, the Sig. (2-tailed) value for FATTEM is 0.025 less than the chosen significance level of 0.05, meaning that there is a significant difference in mean of firm’s attitude towards TEMs between TEM non-adopters and TEM adopters. Hence, H2 is accepted. The same result also applies to FEE as the Sig. (2-tailed) value for FEE is 0.000 less than the chosen significance level of 0.05. Thus, there is a significant difference in mean of firm’s external environment between TEM non-adopters and TEM adopters. Therefore, H3 is accepted. Research hypotheses and their results are presented in Table 7.

Of all the observable variables, potential benefits which the company can gain from using TEM is the factor that respondents assumed to affect the decision to adopt a TEM the most. This is certainly true since people are rational enough to estimate and compare the benefits and the costs when participating in a TEM.

However, indicators including seasonality, top management support, the use of IS with business partners and peer influence do not meet the author’s expectation.

In conclusion, based on data collected from user firms of TEMs in Vietnam, this research constructed an independent-samples t-test and found out that there are significant differences in firm’s internal environment, firm’s attitude towards transportation e-marketplaces, and firm’s external environment between TEM adopters and TEM non-adopters. Based on those results, the authors provide some recommendations to issues related to TEM practice as follow:

- Toward the government, especially the Ministry of Industry and Trade, they should be aware of this problem and enact law and regulations on TEM-related issues, starting from updating and clearly stating the definition of TEM, its characteristics, its classification, … Moreover, TEMs differ from e-commerce in various aspects, especially as the specific goods of TEMs focuses on transportation. As a result, a new regulation applied to TEMs with special support should appear, rather than still using existing regulations of e-commerce management in the TEMs’ cases. In addition, the Government should act as an intermediary to assess and monitor the registered TEM’s operation based on different fields such as quality, security, openness, … in order to protect the TEM adopters from negative factors and increase the trust of TEM non-adopters.

- Toward the TEM technology providers, TEM is still a new concept in Vietnam so TEM technology providers should give potential customers opportunities to test and be adapted to new environment such as a one-month free trial, trial workshop, technology conferences, … then potential customers can experience and figure out the benefits gained from using TEM.

5. CONCLUSION

This article enhances the understanding of transportation e-marketplaces in Vietnam. The group of authors hope that it can deepen the knowledge about TEM; identify the characteristics, performances and difficulties of TEMs in Vietnam; find differences between TEM adopters and TEM non-adopters; and formulate recommendations to related parties: the government, the TEM technology providers, and the TEM user firms. However, there are still some certain limitations existing in this study. Firstly, this research considers an entire firm as a unit of analysis instead of individual such as companies’ employees or managers. In the future, the authors tend to explore deeper in the activity and behavior of individuals related to
TEM. Secondly, this study only focuses on the perspective of the demand side and still does not evaluate on the other sides such as government and not have a comparison between different participants’ behavior in TEM. Thirdly, the sample size is still limited in quantity, in method of collecting data and in geographical area (only in Vietnam). In the future, the authors will do more researches to have a brief evaluation in a bigger area such as Southeast Asia with bigger scale.
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